
FIRE INVESTIGATION 

PRACTICE IN LITHUANIA
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Fire statistics based on objects in 2015

Open areas (5282) 44,0%

Residential, hotel buildings 

(1793) 14,9%

Farm buildings (1016) 8,5%

Vehicles (1088)

9,1%

Other objects (2751) 

22,9%

Manufacturing and 

industrial buildings (88) 

0,7%
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Causes of fires in 2015
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Fire research in Lithuania is done by:

 Fire and Rescue Department (FRD) under the Ministry of the Interior of the 

Republic of Lithuanina and subordinate institutions‘ officers;

 If the latter determine identication of deliberate human activity, the research 

is conducted by police officers ( pre-trial investigation is being started).
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Subjects who participate in fire research:

 FRD and police officers; 

 Police criminalists;

 Other areas specialits;

 Court experts.
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Forensic institutions ( where expert research 

related to fires is conducted):

 Fire and Rescue Department under the Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of 

Lithuanina (MI) Fire Research Centre;

 Forensic Science Centre of Lithuania (FSCL);

 Also, in Lithuania, fire forensics can be carried out by private forensic experts.
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Main document which determines the actions 

of forensic experts: 

THE REPUBLIC OF 

LITHUANIA FORENSIC 

LAW
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The Republic of Lithuania Forensic experts

 Forensic experts who work in forensic institutions (state forensic experts);

 Private forensic experts.
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The qualification of forensic experts

 Forensic expert qualifiction can be provided by the qualification committee which was

created by the head of forensic institution (can provide forensic expert qualification, which

allows to conduct only the type of expertise, which is conducted in that institution);

 The candidate has to pass forensic expert qualification and theoretical knowledge exams;

 Forensic expert qualification is provided for 5 years.
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Fire and Rescue Department under the Ministry of the 

Interior of the Republic of Lithuanina Fire Research 

Centre
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1. Fire expertise;

2. Charred wood expertise;

3. Building material and other production‘s ignition expertise;

4. Buildings, building parts, premises and their projects‘ fire safety expertise.

FRD under MI Fire Research Centre conduts 

4 (forensic) expertise types:
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FIRE EXPERTISE

 Determines the place of fire source, technical cause of the fire, fire circumstances,technical 

measure ( technical process) correspondence with the regulations of fire safety legislations
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CHARRED WOOD EXPERTISE

 Determines the intensiveness of charred wood ignition 

process ( ignition process duration and temperature)
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BUILDING MATERIALS AND 

OTHER PRODUCTION‘S 

IGNITION EXPERTISE
 Determines building materials and production‘s flammability;

 Determines and evaluaters building materials and production‘s flame spread 

index;

 Determines hard materials with organic supplements ignition and self-ignition 

temperatures;

 Evaluates the ignition of clothing materials;

 Evaluates the ignition of soft furniture when the source of fire is a burning 

cigarette;

 Evaluates the ignition of soft furniture when the source of fire is a matche‘s 

fire analogue;

 Determines the boundaries of ignition tempertures of flammabe fluids;

 Determines the temperature of self-ignition of flammable fluids
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BUILDINGS, BUILDING PARTS, 

PREMISES AND THEIR PROJECTS‘ 

FIRE SAFETY EXPERTISE

 Determines building, building parts and premises correspondance with the regulations and 

regulatory building‘s technical documents of fire safety;

 Determines building, building parts and premises correspondance with regulatory building‘s 

technical documents of fire safety ;

 Determines building, building parts and premises correspondance with regulatory documents 

of fire safety .
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FRD under MI Fire Research Centre employees 

also perform the functions of specialists 

 According to Criminal Procedure Code (CPC) FRD under MI Fire Research 

Centre specialists participate in the inspection of incident place; 

 We had 152 inspections in 2015.
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FRD under MI Fire Research Centre special 

(FRC) vehicle designed to carry out fire 

research
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 Purpose: to go to fire (incident) inspection place and using the equipment in 

the vehicle to conduct a detailed fire (incident) inspection and to record and 

take material evidence.

 Actions which can be done using the equipment in the vehicle:

 The lighting of the fire area;

 Detection of flammable fluids;

 Charred wood sample gathering;

 Material evidenre recording (photographing, filming)

 Local communication assurance

 Supply of electricity (using a generator)

 Demolishion works.
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Methods used in FRC

 Laboratory methods

 Outside methods
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Laboratory method

X-ray diffractometer is used for investigating copper electric installment vires and 

cables
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 Determines if in the electric installation fragment, which was given to 

conduct an expert investigation, was a short circuit and whether it happened 

before or during a fire
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Laboratory method

COERCETIMETER is used for determining fire source zone in metal construction 

buildings or determining fire source zone from metal construcion waste taken from 

the fire inspection place
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Laboratory examination

Charred wood examination determines fire source zone in wooden buildings
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Laboratory examination

 Thermogravimetric (TGA) is used for identification of the material
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Outside method

Gas detector helps to detect flammable fluid traces (this instrument determines the 

concentration of flammable fluids in the air) 
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Accredited ignition trials

 Building production flammability trials;

 Outside fire impact on roofs and roof material trials;

 Other production, soft furniture, clothing material, electric vires and cables 

fire trials;

 Non-magnetic covering thickness measurement;

Complies with LST ISO/IEC 17025:2005
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Accredited fire resistance trials

 Building production‘s fire resistance trials;

 Fire extinguisher continuity of operational features evaluation and trial 

procedures;

 Polymer thermogravimetry;

 Window and door resistance to repeated opening of operational features 

evaluation and trial procedures;

 Door and slot protection from smoke trials

Complies with LST ISO/IEC 17025:2005
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FSCL conducted expertise (related to fire 

research)

 Oil product expertise

 Metallographic expertise
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FRD under MI Fire Research Centre organises 

training for law enforcement institution employees 

related to fire research

180 people attended the training in 2015.
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FRD under MI Fire Research Centre statistics 

related to fire research

The year 2015

Incident place 

investigation
152

Expert trials 97

Court attendance 23
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